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President's Report

T

he fall has certainly made it to Nova Scotia, the
leaves are changing and falling from the trees
and we have heard that terrible “f ” word - frost
- in a number of forecasts over the past week. Every
second day there are showers interrupting our game and
yet the fall has some of the best golf days of the year at
Avon Valley. The course is in great shape so get out and
enjoy each and every day you can. We have also started
on the capital improvements to the course and more
information is contained in the various reports on these
projects.
On Friday, September 11th, I had the pleasure
of hosting the annual Past Director Tournament. It is
always a pleasure to hear and see those who, in the past,
have contributed to the growth of Avon Valley Golf and
Country Club. Without their help over the years, Avon
would definitely be a different place today. One of the
greatest pleasures of the day was the presentation of two
Honorary Memberships. Carroll Kinsman and Gerald
Raymond were rewarded with this honour for their
contributions over their many years at Avon Valley. Each
of these gentlemen was nominated and confirmed by
their peers as deserving of the highest reward which Avon
Valley bestows on its members. The Board congratulates
both gentlemen and offers heartfelt thanks for their hard
work over the years.
As the year draws to a close I would also ask each
member to consider running for one of the positions on the
Board of Directors at Avon Valley. Although the annual
meeting is still months away, preparations are already
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being made to
change
our
by-laws and
policies to take
Avon Valley
forward into
the future. This
future will be
a challenging Carrol Kinsman and Gerald Raymond
one with the
current economy and increased competition for the golf
dollar - but with the support of our membership through
their involvement, Avon Valley will continue to be one
of the best courses in Nova Scotia. If you are interest in
putting your name forward, please let the Board know
by leaving your name and contact information with the
administration office.
One step the present Board has taken to enhance
our current and future attractiveness is to reduce the
initiation fee by one third for all new members starting in
2010. In addition, we have eliminated this fee for spouses
of current and new members. The Board felt that this,
combined with maintaining our very competitive rates,
will help in attracting and maintaining our membership
numbers. The full list of the 2010 rates can be found in
the membership report included in this issue.
Before the season ends, get out and have fun - and
hit that ball long and straight (or if nothing else, straight).
Mike Hartlen
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President/ Men's Night / Membership....................Mike Hartlen
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Treasurer...................................................................Blaine Rooney
Secretary/ Ladies......................................................Lorraine Purcell
Past President...........................................................John Horne
Food and Beverage...................................................Ross MacLean
Entertainment..........................................................Jane Hartlen
Match.......................................................................Wayne Northrop
Junior Development.................................................Scott Lessel
Planning & Development........................................Bob Purcell
Publicity...................................................................Paul Reynolds
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Editor's Note

I’m pleased to report that starting with the August 2009
issue which I’m sure you all avidly read last month,
we’ve adopted an approach that may occasionally mean
change to the version of the Avon Go Round posted
on our website avonvalleygolf.com.
For many of the monthly issues, our contributors
will sometimes submit more photos than can be
included in the printed version of the newsletter. It
would be unfortunate if we missed including something
of interest to you if we didn’t use these submitted pics
somehow – so we decided to add an online gallery
of these shots whenever circumstances warrant. As
an example, last month’s Avon Go Round, as it now
appears on the website, includes an additional 6 pages
of photos, 35 in all, that for reasons of economy, did not
appear in the print version.
One glitch – and I’ll try to get this corrected – the
additional pages came out in black & white. But, in
future, I’ll try to ensure that if the pics are submitted
in colour, they will appear on-line in colour. We’ll also
try to put some indication on the website whenever an
online issue contains such a gallery, because not every
issue will require one. This one will, so be sure to check
out the online version.
On another topic, we (that’s the editorial ‘we’, I
really mean ‘I’) made an error last month and included
2
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(re-edited, even) the Junior Development Report that
had originally appeared in the August 2008 issue. I
mean, pick up last month’s issue and re-read it yourself
– there were clear signs it was out of date... Anyway,
mea culpa – my apologies to Scott and the juniors. The
correct August 2009 report appears in this issue... or so
I hope...
Any questions, suggestions, etc. please let me know
– and remember... our sponsors support us, we should
be sure to return the favour.
P. Reynolds
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Membership Report
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The Board of Directors has approved the following rates for the
2010 season at Avon Valley Golf Course.
FOR CURRENT MEMBERS
Full
$ 1045.00 See Note 1
Value
945.00 See Notes 1 and 2
Limited
760.00 See Note 2
Intermediate 620.00
Junior
300.00
Pee Wee
150.00
Leave/Social
50.00

Note 1:
If membership dues in the Full and Value categories are paid
before March 1st 2010 by cash or cheque, the rates are $995.00
for the Full and $881.00 for the Value. Members can also pay by
post dated cheques in four equal payments starting Feb. 1st, 2010
with no reduction in dues.
Note 2:
Value and Limited memberships are restricted to individuals
currently in these classifications and who return as members.

All rates shown are tax-included. Membership dues are payable by March 1st of each year.

FOR NEW MEMBERS
Full
$ 1045.00
Intermediate 620.00
Junior
300.00
Pee Wee
150.00

New members can pay $500.00 starting in September of 2009 and play with all privileges
appropriate to their membership category for the rest of the 2009 season. The $500.00 will
be applied as required to the Initiation Fee, the 2010 annual dues and the $100.00 cost
of the Share. (Note – all full members are required to purchase at least one Share which can
be returned for full refund upon cancellation of membership). There will be no refund of this
$500.00 if the 2010 dues are not paid by March 1st 2010. The initiation fee can be paid
over a three year period in equal instalments.

CHANGES TO INITIATION FEES

Initiation fees have been reduced to $600.00 starting in 2010 for new members. Also effective in the 2010
season, the initiation fee for spouses of members is eliminated. Both spouses, however, are required to pay the regular
dues applicable to their membership categories and to purchase a share.
Mike Hartlen, Membership Chairperson
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General Manager's Report

It’s hard to believe that we are approaching October –
but the colder mornings are a sad reminder.
The 2009 season has not been without its “chills”
either. Our membership numbers have been going
down over recent years and this season we are again
notably off-target. We failed to land some significant
tournaments which resulted in lost entry fees and
related lost revenue each time, i.e. food & beverage, cart
rentals and other Pro Shop incidentals. Although not
doing too terribly worse than past years, both the Pro
Shop and dining services have not experienced much,
if any, increase in sales volume. We are not alone in
these challenges as many clubs have experienced lower
membership numbers and zero growth in incidental
revenues.
On the plus side, overall increases in green fee and
cart rental income, together with a reduction in club
expenditures, have gone some distance in reducing the
effect of the other shortfalls. And, as you will see in
the President’s and Membership Reports, the Board of
Directors are looking to the future and taking an active
approach to making membership at Avon Valley an
attractive option for potential new members.
Nonetheless, due to our overall financial position, it
has been necessary to book some tournaments during
prime weekend time at the end of the season. Please
note that on September 26, all tee-times between 8:30
and 1:00 PM have been booked off for Aliant. On
October 3, we have BMO booked for an afternoon
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shotgun start but will have a morning shotgun start
for members. October 10 is booked (time to be
determined) for Windsor Minor Hockey. I know this
is difficult for members, especially for those who can
only play on weekends, but we hope you understand
that this has to be done.
On another note – maybe not, as it relates to
revenue for us and an opportunity for you – the Pro
Shop has shoes on at 15 percent off and all apparel
is twenty five percent off. There is additional stock in
storage if you are looking for more sizes and/or colours
than are “on the floor.”
Brad Corkum
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On September 1, 2009
the Nova Scotia Golf
Association (NSGA)
announced the 2009
recipients of the Murray
Purcell Bursary Award. Eight young
golfers were awarded a total of $15,000.00 to
assist in their continuing education. Murray, of
course, was instrumental over his many years'
service with the NSGA in developing many of
its initiatives, including the Bursary Program
renamed to honour his memory in 2007.
For a complete listing of recipients, go to the
NSGA website at www.nsga.ns.ca.
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Food and Beverage Report

Sad to say, but 2009 is starting to wind down. All and
all, it was a pretty good year for our division. Total
dollar sales were off a couple of percentage points,
however, cost management and buying properly kept
expenses below last year’s rate so we should finish the
year in better financial shape than last year. Pretty good
when you consider we opened 10 days later and had
numerous cost increases. We had three price increases
on the cost of beer, and minimum wage went up
substantially. We were able to manage our business
through these challenges and still have a pretty good
year. Special thanks to Brad Corkum for this one.
Brianna has gone back to College in BC. We thank
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her for her efforts as the beverage cart had a good year
with her at the helm. She has been invited back for next
year and hopefully that will work out. The beverage cart
will only be out on the weekends, weather and demand
permitting, for the balance of the year. Indoors, our
hours will be changing for the fall and the restaurant
services will be available as long as demand is till there.
There is still a lot of golf left this year. Enjoy the balance
of the season and enjoy our fall offerings.
Ross MacLean

Entertainment Report

After having postponed our Hawaiian Fun Night
because of the wrath of Danny the tropical storm,
we were able to hold it on Saturday, September 5.
Unfortunately, because of the long weekend, many
people could not attend; however, with the limited
choices for dates left in the season, it seemed to be the
best option.
Our winners this year for the Nelson Law Trophy
were Hilde Howlett and John Burbidge. These
folks must be experts with the one club and a putter
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format because they won the contest last year, too. The
winners of the fewest number of putts were Bev and
Bob Cowley. Congratulations to them all. We regret
that we have no pictures of the event or celebrations –
there was a camera malfunction.
A special thank you to the dining room staff for
providing lovely edibles on all our Fun Nights. The
food both looked and tasted delicious.
Jane Hartlen
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Grounds and Greens Report

It’s late September and vacations are over for the most
part – however there is plenty of golf to be played over
the next several weeks.
The course is in really good condition and I see
no reason why it will not continue too be as long as
Mother Nature co-operates. Except for some sodding,
the ditching on #2 and the new drainage between #13
& #14 is completed. We are planning to add to the
drainage pipes next year.
You may have noticed that we have started on a
new cart path at the back of #13 green. This is a small
start, but one we will be able to build on.
Work has started on replacing the tee on #11
and, at this writing, plans are underway regarding the
rebuilding of the forward tee on # 12. Work should be
underway on these projects in October. In the same
course-improvement vein, there are some concerns
about the tower on #6 and we have asked Brad to

●

determine what is required in order for our longerhitting members and guests to be able to see beyond
the 150-yard marker.
Once again, members and guests are reminded to
please keep the power carts well away from the tees and
greens unless there are nearby cart paths. If there are
no cart paths, please respect the blue stakes around the
greens and keep at least 15 yards from tees and greens
if possible.
The course is beautiful in the fall. It could be the
best time to bring a friend for a round and while you
are at the course, check out the specials in both the Pro
Shop and the dining area.
Until next time, tee it up, hit it straight – and most
of all, have fun.
Kirk Stephen

THANKS FROM THE WINDSOR AND DISTRICT LIONS CLUB
On behalf of the Windsor and District Lions Club I would like to thank our Avon Valley members for their
support in allowing our Lions Club to hold their 4th Annual Golf Fundraiser at our course.
The winners of the event was Team Tim Hortons with a score of -18 (yes, that’s minus eighteen). The team
parred the first hole they played, eagled the next, then birdied the next 16. Whew !!!
Special thanks to Brad, the Pro-Shop, Dean and his crew and the Dining Staff for their excellent cooperation in helping this tournament to be the most successful yet. In just 4 short years this event has
become the Windsor Lions’ most significant fundraiser.
Thank you again,
Lion Kirk Stephen
Chair, 4th Annual Golf Fundraiser
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FROST DELAYS
How can a footprint be a killer?
When it's a footprint made on a putting surface that's covered with frost. It's hard to believe that
simply walking across a golf green covered with frost can cause so much damage, but the proof
will be there in a few days as the turfgrass dies and leaves a trail of brown footprints. That's why
most courses will delay starting times until the frost has melted. And it's also why golfers who
appreciate a quality putting surface will be patient during frost delays.
Why does frost cause problems?
Greens are fragile. The putting surface, or green, is an extremely fragile environment that must
be managed carefully and professionally. Remember that every green is a collection of millions
of individual grass plants, each of which is a delicate living thing. Obviously, Mother Nature never
meant for these plants to be maintained at 3/16 or even 1/8 of an inch for prolonged periods. This
stress makes greens constantly vulnerable to attacks from insects, disease, heat, drought, cold – and
frost.
Frost is essentially frozen dew. It can form when the temperature (or wind chill) is near or
below the freezing point. The ice crystals that form on the outside of the plant can also harden or
even freeze the cell structure of the plant. When frosted, the normally resilient plant cells become
brittle and are easily crushed. When the cell membranes are damaged, the plant loses its ability to
function normally. It's not much different than cracking an egg. Once the shell is broken, you can't
put it back together.
The proof is in the prints
Although you won't see any immediate damage if you walk on frosted turf, the proof will emerge
within 48 to 72 hours as the leaves die and turn brown. And, since just one foursome can leave
several hundred footprints on each green, the damage can be very extensive.
Thanks for understanding
The damage isn't just unsightly – putting quality will also be reduced until repairs are made. Those
repairs are expensive and, in some cases, the green may have to be kept out of play for days or
weeks until the new turfgrass is established. A short delay while the frost melts can preserve the
quality of the greens, prevent needless repairs and may even save you a few strokes the next time
you play.
Submitted by Dean Woodman with thanks to the GCSAA
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Slow play- doing nothing is not an option
Reprinted with the permission of the author, Stephen Forest. Originally published in the Chronicle Herald.
An end to global warming. Peace and harmony in
Parliament. An end to slow play on the golf course. Two
out of three ain’t bad, but I doubt we’ll ever put an end to
slow play and I’ve got good company in that belief.
Dean Knuth is a former senior director of
handicapping at the USGA, invented the slope rating
system and devised the formula that measures how long it
should take to play a golf course. He’s studied slow play for
years and thinks the best we can hope for is to manage the
problem: that’s because when it comes to slow play, there
are two problems – players who don’t know they are slow,
and those who know they are slow and don’t care.
“I don’t think it can be eliminated because there’s a
significant number of people that either don’t know or
don’t care about pace of play," he said by phone from San
Diego. “I don’t know how you’re going to get rid of that."
But doing nothing is not an option. Knuth says about
one million people take up the game each year but a
million also leave the game. Surveys show the reason most
quit golf is because of the time it takes to play a round. If
you haven’t walked off the course because of slow play, you
know someone who has.
“It impacts on the enjoyment of golf for almost every
golfer," Knuth said. But who is to blame?
Well, don’t expect golfers to fix the problem
themselves. A Golf Digest survey shows nearly 58 per
cent of players believe they play fast. When asked about

8

other players’ pace of play, golfers said a miniscule two per
cent play fast and more than 56 per cent are slow. These
results show perception and reality are not neighbours in
this problem. So, it’s up to the courses to fix the problem,
Knuth said, and there are steps that can help.
First is going to 10-minute tee times. Research shows
when tee times are less than 10 minutes apart, backups
occur at the first par-3 or par-5 most players can reach
in two. So this becomes a tough sell for many courses,
especially ones that rely on green fee revenue. Many
courses have tee times eight minutes apart; meaning that
going to 10 minutes results in 15 fewer tee times over a 10hour playing day. So, you do the math: 15 tee times, times
four players, times a $65 green fee equals $3,900 each day
to help speed up play. Over a full season, that’s a lot of
moolah.
If that won’t fly, courses can reduce the length of
rough and clean up areas of underbrush off the fairways.
Time spent looking for golf balls is time wasted and adds
to the time it takes to play.
But the most controversial measure is denying early tee
times to slow players. I guarantee you the threat of being
shut out of morning golf will do more to speed up play
than any other step.
“A golf course is very similar to a freeway," Knuth said.
“On a full golf course, the groups behind can only play as
fast as the slowest group in front of them." If this problem
starts early in the morning, it’s a problem the
entire day.
Practical tips for playing faster include
putting your bag on the side of the green that
leads to the next tee. Knuth also recommends
that everyone in the group watch each shot
so that if a ball goes astray, all players know
where to look. “(Players should) consciously
think about staying up with the group in front
of them and not having anybody behind you
with their hands on their hips," he advises.
Words to play by – quickly.
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Junior Development Report

●

August 2009
Since my last report a number of junior activities have
taken place at Avon Valley.
The regular “Fun Day” Monday clinics/ nine holes
of golf have been occurring with a regular attendance
averaging 17/18 young golfers. Avon Valley has about
half a dozen good young golfers coming up through
the ranks (one young lady), which is great to see, but to
remain a strong, healthy club we need more (especially
young ladies)!
On the evening of August the 17th we had a
parent-junior alternate shot mini-tournament. We had
eight teams with some good scores put up on the board
(44 was low score). The golf was followed by a meal and
the distribution of prizes.
Junior:
Club champion: Jordan Newcombe
Runner-up: Matt Lyttle
3rd place: Luke Redden
4th: Joe Hines
5th: Nick Woodman
6th: Evan Caldwell

72-71: 143
83-82: 165
81-89: 170
83-89: 172
91-88: 179
87-96: 183

Closest to the hole:

We will have one more Monday “Fun Day” on
August 24th, and the season ending pizza and golf
party currently planned for September 26.
In mid-July we held the Avon Valley Junior
Invitational with 41 participants (up from 26 the year
before). The winner was Dan Carroll from Brightwood
with a score of 78. We had seven local juniors take part
with a low score of 83. (I’d tell you who, but I lost my
notes!). A good meal was provided with lots of prizes!
Over the last two days, August 17th and 18th,
the Junior Club Championship was held. Ten juniors,
midgets, and pee wees took part (we need more)! Listed
is the break down:
Midget:
Jake Lloy
Nick Rafuse

100-93: 193
114-93: 207

Pee Wee:
Connor Theriault
William Early

103-103: 206
133-127: 260

#11
#5
Longest Drive: #16 and #7
A meal, with prizes and championship and runnerup trophies presented by our manager, Brad Corkum
ended the two days.
To end the report I would like to recognize the
contribution of $150 to the Junior Program by Raymond
Harvey. At least since I’ve been Junior Director, and
probably long before, Mr. Harvey has contributed

Matt Lyttle
William Early
Jordan Newcombe

this generous amount each year. It is wonderful to see
someone take an interest in the junior development in
such a great game. I thank you and all of the juniors
thank you!
Scott Lessel
Director, Junior Development

Again, my apologies for
not including this article
in the August 2009
issue- ed.
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Junior "Fun Night" Finale

On Saturday evening September 25, the final event
of the junior season was held at Avon Valley. It was,
unfortunately, a small turnout, with only seven juniors
and a total of six teams participating in a parent-junior
alternate shot format. The scores were relatively close
with a score of 50 taking home the top prize.
The golf was followed by pizza, cake, and
refreshments provided by Galaxy Battery. And
although the number of participants was small, there
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were many good shots made, and everyone had a good
time. Everyone went home with a prize!
Our thanks to Brad Corkum and the pro shop staff
and kitchen/ dining room staff for helping to make all
of the junior events this year enjoyable ones! It couldn’t
have been done without you. Thank you!
Scott Lessel
Director, Junior Development

Avon Valley Seniors Update

●

Competitions of August 13 through September 10, 2009
Aug 13

Aug 20

Aug 27

Sept 3

Sept 10

Winners

D. Pollard
R. Hunter
K. Cogan

D. Pollard
C. Woodman
T. Purcell
C. Kinsman

B. Prosser
C. Belliveau
D. Pollard
R. Boyd

B. Prosser
K. Cogan
B. Barry
S. LeBlanc

D. Tarr
R. Dickey
R. Hunter
J. MacDonald

Poker

Prize: $20.40
A. Baker
G. Shupe
D. Austin
F. McInnis

Prize: $20.50
D. Prosser
W. Fox
H. Hartlen
R. Geldart

Prize: $24.00
J. Carter
B. Richardson
J. Moignard
C. Kinsman

Prize: $25.75
J. Carter
H. Hines
G. Shupe

Prize: $25.00
B. Elson
D. Pollard
J. Cunningham
J. Moignard

The Treasurer reports that as of July 28 2009, there are 63 paid members and the cash account balance for the
same date stands at $1499.06. Also, Thursday, October 1 is the date set for the final Seniors competition and
annual dinner.
M. Stenton

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

All members are invited to take an interest in the administration of our Club. You can
volunteer to become a member of the Board of Directors. Several positions will be up for
nomination at the next Annual General Meeting and interim positions are available now.
Or you can put your name forward to serve on one of the many committees which are
essential to the operation of the Club.
If you are interested or want more information please send an email to
mikehartlen@eastlink.ca, or you can call Mike Hartlen at 902-457-1678.
1 0
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Ladies Night Final

●

2009 Year -End and Tournament Results
TOURNAMENT WINNER
Brenda Bourque – 37 points

YEAR END POINT WINNER FOR SEASON
Joanne Stager – 149.5 points

Note:
More pictures appear
in the added Gallery
pages in the online
version of the
Avon Go Round
1st. Div.
1st. Natalie Kendrick
2nd. Cathy McGinnis
3rd. Wendy Clarke

Points
33
32
32

2nd. Div.
Points
1st. Joan Bailie MacKenzie 36
2nd. Lena Milligan
32
3rd. Gail Goyer
31

3rd. Div.
1st. Joanne Stager
2nd. Lenore Woodman
3rd. Marg Chipman

Points
30
30
25

Fewest Putts: Beverly Digdon, 31.0 points
Closest to Hole #5: Judy Young, 11'21"
Closest to Hole #15: Draw

Thanks to the following sponsors for their continued support of our Ladies Night competition.
Joan Langille of Tim Horton s
Cathy McGinnis of Hyway Services
Junior Moore of Investment Counsel Services
Steve Mabey of Stewart - McKelvie Barristers & Solicitors

Thank you to Rob and his staff for their preparation of our delicious meal on Sunday, to Brad Corkum for
his cooperation in providing prizes, etc. for Ladies Night events, and to Blaise and the Pro Shop staff for assisting with the score cards, closest to the hole, etc. during the season.
Finally, thank you to those ladies who participated in our weekly competitions and the year end tournament.
Cindi, Cathy & Lorraine
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Winges & Hodder 2009 Results
WINGES TROPHY WINNERS (GROSS)
Joanne Kennedy & Dean Woodman 81

●

HODDER TROPHY WINNERS (NET)
Hilde Howlett & John Burbidge 69

Note:
More pictures appear
in the added Gallery
pages in the online
version of the
Avon Go Round
2nd. Low Gross: Chris Vey & Darrell Garland
3rd. Low Gross: Judy & Al Dauphinee Jr.

84
89

2nd.Low Net:
3rd. Low Net:

Debbie & Maurice Digdon
72
Donna Lavers & Randy Hodder 73

Closest to the Hole #5 Debbie Digdon
Closest to the Hole #8 Dean Woodman

Thank you to all participants in this year’s Winges & Hodder competition.
Not only did the weather cooperate perfectly, but
I took notice that most if not all of the couples who
played enjoyed a great social time on the deck, both
before and after the prize presentation. This is what we
like to see – our members enjoying the camaraderie of
golf and the pleasure of socializing with each other.
Our next tournament is the Cec Scott and Harvest
Scramble on the 3rd of October. Get your team
together and put your entries in ASAP.
Our final tournament of the year will be the Die
Hard which is scheduled to be played on Saturday,
October 17. Those who have played in the past know

1 2

how much fun this tournament is. Those who have
never played it should give it a try. Simply enter your
name, along with the $10 entry fee, and show up on
the 17th. From there we will draw names and send you
out to play with whomever it is that you get drawn
with. The only restriction we place on this draw is
that no couples will play with their spouse. Our long
standing motto for this tournament is, “Have fun... and
remember – your partner didn’t choose you either!”
Wayne Northup
Match Chair
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Men's Night Final Tournament

●

September 12, 2009
TOURNAMENT
Overall Champion – Mark Tracey
1st Division Tournament
1 Rob Sweet
41
2 John Desroche 40®
3 Bill Chipman
40
4 Josh Dykens
39
Ron Armstrong 37®

2nd Division Tournament
1 Mike Hartlen
40®
2 Josh Purcell
40
3 Terry Gerhardt 38®
4 Garth Redden 38®
5 Rod Whyte
38

3rd Division Tournament
1 Mark Tracey
47
2 Dennis Herx
45
3 Cyril Woodman 44 ®
4 Scott Lloy
44
5 Raymond Harvey 43

4th Division Tournament
1 Steve Allen
44
2 Dan Purcell
40
3 Doug Gray
37®
4 Blair Mosher
37
5 Roger Freeman 36 ®

Closest to Hole
#5 Scott Lloyd, #8 Bill Chipman, #11 Dennis Herx, #15 Dave Fudge
Longest Drive
#7 Bill Harris, #16 Scott Lloyd
Closest to Mark
#9 Terry Gerhardt

YEARLY
Overall Year Winner – Jim Davidson
1st Division Tournament
1 Kevin Ruffel
157
2 Josh Dykens
155.5
3 Jeff Bourque
154
4 S. MacDonald 152.5
5 Carson Ellis
152.5
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2nd Division Tournament
1 Mike Hartlen 154
2 Mike Matte
150
3 Carl Trider
149.5
4 Kirk Stephen
146
5 Terry Gerhardt 146

SEPTEMBER

2009

3rd Division Tournament
1 Vernon Gibson 161.5
2 Keith Aucoin 160.5
3 Dave Evans
158.5
4 Dave Wile
158.5
5 Bob Cowley
153.5

4th Division Tournament
1 Danny Purcell 162
2 Roger Freeman 160
3 Rod Burgess
157.5
4 Gus Murray
151
5 Ed Lilly
147.5
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Tales From The Bardroom

The scene: As always, the bedroom of Will Slakesbeer, Bard of Falmouth-upon-Avon and his
wife Ann Hatherways. They are in bed, he’s just picked up a book and she’s asked him what it
is..
Will: Well, it’s a book dat de editor of da Avon Go Round got from a guy at da golf course,
Brian van sumtin’, and he asked me ta review it fer da newsletter.
Ann: Well what’s it called? What’s it about? who wrote it?
Will: Hang on, dere, gel, I jist picked ’er up... So, lemme see - it’s called “What The Duffer
Really Needs To Know About Golf”, wit’ a subtitle “But That The Pros Never Reveal”. An’ it’s by a
guy called Arthur Unclown, dat’s a funny name.
Ann (looking at the cover): Put your glasses on, dear, that says Author Unknown.
Will (puts on readers, looks at Table of Contents, really brightens up): Hey, dis stuff is pure gold.
Lissen ta some a’ dese chapter titles:
“Can You Purchase a Better Golf Game”: Well sure you can, lookit all a da stuff in da
basement.
“How to Hit a Nike from the Rough When You Hit a Titleist from the Tee”:. Don’t play wit dem
brands unless I finds ’em, so dis chapter is is no good fer me
“How to Avoid the Water When You Lie 8 in a Bunker”:, geez, I gotta read dat one fer # 12.
An’ 17, don’t ask me how...
“When to Regrip Your Ball Retriever”:: geez, what a great idea, she’s gittin’ pretty t’in in da
leathers.
“How to Get More Distance Off the Shank”:. No good fer me, I needs less, particular’ on # 4,
# 12, #13...
“When to Give the Marshall the Finger”: What da dey mean by dat, what’s a marshall an’ why
would he need a finger?
“When to Implement Handicap Management”:, well I dunno about dat one, managing my
impliments seems ta be my handicap- every stick’s a mystery stick, every club’s a wonder,
dat’s me....
“Creative Cursing And Its Effectiveness In Controlling Ball Flight”: Well jeez, evr’one knows
how dat works, includin’ a few ’a da ladies.
“The Secret of Avoiding Taking Divots on the Green”: Yeah, dat could definitely help one ’a our
group.
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“Proper Excuses for Drinking Beer Before 8:00 AM”:, well, yeah, but I only went from da
all nighter to da golf course but dat one time. We almost allus waits till at least 9, er
sometimes even 10
“How to Let a Foursome Play Through Your Twosome”: We’ve had ta do dis a few times, I niver
unnnerstan’s why dey’re allus so mad at us fer lettin’ em do it...
“How to Rationalize a 6 Hour Round”: Dis relates summat ta da last one- all ye really has ta
do is ask da guys in front a us ever’ day, dey can tell yiz. An’ dey never lets US through
“How to Find That Ball That Everyone Else Saw Go in the Water”: Yeah, I wonder how dey
allus’ do dat...
“How to Relax When You Are Hitting Three Off the Tee”: Dat’s easy, jist remember- at least
fer a while- dat it’s better den hittin 5... er 7, fer dat matter...
“When to Suggest Major Swing Corrections to Your Opponent”:. Wouldn’t do dat. Guys do
it ta me alla da time, it jist makes me mad dat dey don’t unnerstan’ my swing an’ I allus
messes up me next hit
“God and the Meaning of the Birdie-to-Double-Bogey Four Putt”: Dat would be a good use ’a
prayer, gittin’ ’er down in only four putts
“How to Properly Line Up Your Fourth Putt”:. From religion to science. I’ll buy da book fer dis
chapter alone!
“Sneezes, Burps, Coughs, Hiccups and Other Strategically ‘Accidental’ Noises: Making Them
Work For You”: H’mmm- I wonder now- one of my buddies seems to toot a lot at da top ’a
my backswing...
“Throwing Your Clubs and Oher Effective Stress Reduction Techniques”: Well, yeah, ’nuff said
on dat one!!!
“Understanding The Real Aftergame Reckoning: Why Your Wife Doesn't Care That You Birdied
the 5th”: What I wants ta know is, why would you be tellin’ this Arthur buddy dat, when
ya never tells me?

Ann: It’s not Arthur, it’s... oh, never mind! Anyway, that’s certainly a different take on the game,
dear- when are you going to review it?
Will: I don’t t’inks I will, t’would be too dangerous if too many people had some ’a dis
information. I’m goin’ ta tell da editor it should not git any publicity at all, fer da good ’a da
game, of course. But I still gits ta keep dis copy....

friends were playing golf one day and decided that they would adhere strictly to the rules with no
"Two
improving their lie. After a few holes, one guy's ball landed on a cart path. As he reached down to pick
up his ball to get relief his friend said,
"We agreed that we would not improve our lie."
No matter how much the first fellow tried to explain that he was entitled to this relief, the second fellow
would not allow it. So the man went to the cart to get a club. As he stood over the ball he took a few
practice swings, each time scraping the club on the pavement, taking out big chunks of blacktop and
sending out lots of sparks! Finally, after several practice swings he took his shot. The ball took off
and landed on the green about 6 feet from the pin.
"Great shot!" his friend exclaimed. "What club did you use?"
"Yur 7-iron!" he replied.
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Gallery
Ladies Night Final & 2009 Year-end and Tournament Results

Year-end Runner-up Point Winners- Debbie Francis & Chris Vey

1s place, 1st Div- Natalie Kendrick

3rd place, 1st Div- Wendy Clarke

Gallery of additional pics- page 1 of 3

1stplace, 2nd Div- Joan Bailie MacKenzie

2nd place, 2nd Division- Lena Milligan

3rd place, 3rd Div- Gail Goyer

2nd place, 3rd Div- Lenore Woodman

3rd place, 3rd Div- Marg Chipman

Closest to hole #5- Judy Young

Gallery of additional pics- page 2 of 3

Winges & Hodder Tournament

nd

2 Low Gross- Chris Vey, Darrell Garland

2nd Low Net- Debbie & Maurice Digdon

3rd Low Gross- Judy & Al Dauphinee Jr.

3rd Low Net- Donna Lavers & Randy Hodder

Closest to hole # 8- Dean Woodaman, with Wayne

Closest to hole # 5- Debbie Digdon
Gallery of additional pics- page 3 of 3

